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REQUEST APPROVAL REQUESTED 
IT IS  HEREBY  RESOLVED that the Finance  Committee recommends to the Board of Governors 
approval of a funding release of $84.0 million (including contingency) in fiscal year 2022-2023 
within a total program envelope of $284.9 million (including contingency), in accordance with 
Board 3 approval received in June 2021. 
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PRIOR SUBMISSIONS  

The subject matter of this submission was most recently considered by the Finance Committee on November 19, 2021. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Since 2018, the University has been pursuing a Board-approved strategy to replace the current Student Information 
System (SIS) with Workday’s Student solution.  

On June 24, 2021, the Board approved replacement of the current SIS and granted Board 3 approval for 
implementation of the Student components of the Integrated Renewal Program within a total budget envelope of 
$284.9 million (including contingency). The approval request included a release of $54.4 million for 2021-2022, and 
projected a release of $84.0 million for 2022-2023. This funding release request is unchanged from the initial 
projection that was developed for the June 2021 Board meeting. 

The Program successfully completed its first major Milestone and completed a detailed review of the Consolidated 
Plan. A set of recommendations based on the Consolidated Plan review were developed using the approved IRP 
Student Framework for Requirement Adjustment.  The recommendations were created to further mitigate program 
risks and issues in respect to schedule by way of re-sequencing workstreams, targeted increases in capacity and 
strategic adjustments to requirements.  

https://bog3.sites.olt.ubc.ca/files/2021/09/8_2019.09_Integrated-Renewal-Program-Student.pdf
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The recommendations address concerns around schedule and resources for the program, which have both shifted to 
amber. Resource concerns relate to the need for additional positions to be able to meet the approved scope and 
schedule deadline. A conservative approach was taken during the original resource planning phase, and as new gaps 
were uncovered it became evident that the current resourcing plan was insufficient. To ensure the program delivers 
according to the approved timeline the recommendations were endorsed by Steering and approved by Executive 
Sponsors. The implementation of the recommendations is under way with hiring progressing well and the utilization of 
the one team, unified model, allowing expertise to be loaned across the program when necessary.  

The Consolidated Plan continues to evolve and is now on its third iteration, named Capri. A high-level program 
timeline was shared program wide to better illustrate the critical path to the deployment of UBC’s new Student 
Ecosystem and the many interdependencies. A newly refined risk register has been released, which provides clarity, 
simplification, and greater transparency between risks and issues, allowing for quicker resolution.  

While the workload is significant, there is great pride and ownership of work within IRP Student and the team 
continues to work diligently through trying circumstances. We are preparing to leave Fiscal Year 2021-2022 and are 
looking forward to the challenges and opportunities of the upcoming year. Leadership within IRP are looking to the 
Finance Committee of the Board to recommend the release of funds for fiscal year 2022-2023 by the Board of 
Governors.  

 

APPENDICES  

1. Current Status – Status Report 
2. IRP Program Recruitment Update 
3. Updated Consolidated Program Plan and New Program Assets  
4. Financial Snapshot 
5. Conclusion & Next Steps 

PRESENTATIONS  

1. IRP Student Presentation 



STATUS REPORT  

The IRP Student Status Reports are produced weekly, and are shared with program leadership, including 

Steering and Executive Sponsors. The first page of the report is the program snapshot that shows the 

overall health of program scope, resources, and schedule. It also includes a summary of the current 

week’s key accomplishments and the key upcoming activities for the following week.   

IRP Student leadership completed an in depth and comprehensive review of the original Consolidated 

Plan. Through this exercise the Student Leadership Team (SLT), identified some gaps within the plan that 

required additional information. To understand and address the identified issues the SLT held intensive 

cross stream workshops to address concerns and revise the original Plan. Version 2 of the Consolidated 

Plan known as Bora Bora was developed, and has continued to be refined. The program is now on its 

third iteration of the plan referred to as Capri.   

IRP governance bodies approved both the Framework for Requirements Adjustment and the 

recommendations to  re-sequence workstreams, target increases in capacity and make strategic 

adjustments to functional and/or technical requirements. Consolidated Plan Review work continues, 

with an upcoming review to ensure alignment between functional and technical detailed milestones, led 

by the Program Management Office (PMO).  

Through the revision process a decision was made to shift the status of Resources and Schedule from 

green to amber. Both Resources and Schedule will remain amber until the approved recommendations 

are implemented. Resources and schedule are being closely monitored and thresholds have been 

identified for each area to determine what needs to occur for the items to shift back to green.   

Team focus status slides are now included in the Appendix of the Status Report, these are one-page 

weekly updates for focus areas including: Student Solution, Ecosystem Delivery, Technical Delivery, and 

Security, Access, Data & Reporting (remaining focus areas will be added as they become available).  

IRP remains hard at work, overall staff are engaged and feeling positive about the year ahead.  



  

  



Program risks are tracked and monitored on a weekly basis. The highest risks to the Program are loss of 

key personnel and program resource availability. The loss of key personnel from subject matter experts 

to sponsors has the potential to impact delivery of the Program as decision making, direction, and 

Program knowledge could be impacted. The Public Health Authority of BC advised businesses to prepare 

for 30% of the workforce to be ill/absent due to Covid 19. Program resource availability / productivity 

citing risk to the program timeline if program resources are either not available due to conflicting 

priorities or not sufficiently onboarded in a timely manner to fulfill project tasks by their due dates. The 

PMO is working with the IRP Student HR Manager to discuss and validate a mitigation strategy for these 

risks by the end of January.  The Program continues to receive strong support from leadership and 

sponsors and is planning proactively to address possible impacts from staff shortages due to the Covid19 

Omicron pandemic.  

  

  



  

IRP PROGRAM RECRUITMENT UPDATE  

Resources are currently amber, however hiring continues at a solid pace as the program continues its second 

wave of hiring.   

The pace for recruitment is on target, as the team is currently at 40% of positions filled. HR continues to 

receive a high number of applications week-to-week and are seeing very low turnover.  To bolster the 

recruitment process, the HR team reintroduced an employee referral program, which offers the referrer 

a one-time payment of $500, 6 months into the referred employees’ position. This referral incentive 

program was utilized and successful in Release 1.  

  

  



  

   



  

CONSOLIDATED PLAN & NEW PROGRAM ASSETS   

  

Based on the approved Consolidated Plan Review Recommendations the Consolidated Plan has 

continued to undergo refinement to further mitigate Program risks and issues in respect to schedule, by 

way of re-sequencing workstreams, targeted increases in capacity and strategic adjustments to 

requirements. The Student Leadership Team (SLT) reviewed all functional areas and reconfirmed the 

scope of work, they assessed progress, and estimated effort for work remaining, confirmed sequencing 

and deemed there were no major changes in scope. The Framework for Requirement Adjustments 

principles were applied to prioritize critical areas of work and were used to optimize and contain design 

effort and re-sequence work based on impact on downstream areas.   

The Recommendations will help to mitigate these key areas of risk:   

• Schedule  

• Resourcing  

• Role-based Security  

• Scope of work for BPMS tool  

• Workday Data Conversion  

• Timing of delivery of Workday blocker gaps functionality  

• Sequencing and delivery of upstream work and impact on downstream areas  

Due to the Recommendations there may be increased risk in the following areas: Testing: configuration 

changes or delays in finalized business processes after End to End (E2E) testing begins present increased 

risk for teams, and added pressure on business readiness and/or, Transformation & Change activities, 

may also be impacted, as clarity is still needed for launch related decisions.   

The Recommendations apply a strategic approach to refining the Consolidated Plan recognizing some 

work may need to be completed during E2E testing. Sequence design and configuration are prioritized 

using the detailed requirements adjustment principles, to enable timely completion of work for areas 

involving critical downstream impacts. It includes targeted increases to capacity for the Quality 

Assurance, Transformation and Change Management, Student Solution, and Security, Access, Data and 

Reporting teams. It is notable that the One Program approach adopted by IRP Student, affords the 

ability to move resources between teams to quickly fill gaps, and to utilize current program knowledge.   

Alongside the Consolidated Plan, IRP Student leadership presented a staged deployment timeline, 

covering the entirety of the program. The draft high level timeline shows the critical path to the 

deployment of UBC’s new Student Ecosystem and the many interdependencies. The blue circles indicate 

Program Milestones, red circles indicate Releases 1, 2, and 3 and the green circles identify the 

applications or tools that will be made available between releases. This timeline provides clarity to the 

internal program team to better understand the overall picture and to understand why the IRP Student 

timeline is so tight.   



  

  

  

  

  

  



Another Program asset that has been introduced to the team by the PMO is an updated Risk Register.  

The newly revised Register has simplified the risk management process at the program level to ensure 

IRP captures risks that impact program objectives. The PMO added quality check controls to ensure the 

raised risks are valid and the risk analysis is completed within a timely manner. During the revision 

process the PMO validated current risks versus issues and updated the format to include some basic 

attributes such as team and functional area to help with a data driven approach. This approach will 

provide insights and help leadership with decision making.  

  

FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT  

  

For Year to Date, as of December 2021 Savings are $4,022k. This is mostly due to a timing variance in 

UBC Resources, $4,198k. There was a negative variance of $175k listed as other costs due to additional 

recruitment fees. The positive variances in UBC Resources are timing and are mainly due to slower hiring 

compared to budget. They are not at a point to be crystalized into savings  

Throughout the Consolidated Plan review and the subsequent approved recommendations Executive 

Sponsorship requested the Student Leadership Team (SLT) review their budgets, including their 

operational plan to update their focus area budget forecast. This may include shifting costs between 

fiscal years, delaying or moving up recruitment of certain roles, or reallocating funds now the Program is 

underway and leadership has a clearer understanding of needs. The budget will stay within the original 

approved budget envelope of $284.9 million.   

  

  

  



Financial Report FY 2021 - 2022 – Executive Summary  

    

(in thousands) 
UBC Resource Costs 
External Prime Consultants 
Other Costs 

Total expenses before contingency 

Contingency - approved allocation 

Contingency Remaining Total after 

Contingency 

Variance analysis:

 For the month of December 2021: For Year to Date, December 2021: Annual Forecast for FY21/22: Overall Program: 
 Savings are $159k due to: Savings are $4,022k due to: Not applicable, no variance forecasted Not applicable, no variance forecasted 
 $146k UBC Resources  $4,198k UBC Resources  

- timing variance - timing variance 
 $0k Prime Consultants $0k Prime Consultants 

- timing variance - timing variance 
 $13k Prime Consultants ($175)k Other Costs 

- timing variance - Recruitment fees 

1 The overall IRP Student program budget was approved by the Board of Governors on June 24, 2021. Forecast based on info available as at January 6, 2022., It is anticipated that the 

Program will be completed on budget. 

For the month of Dec-2021 Year-To-Date Dec-2021 Annual FY 2021/22  Overall Program1 

 Actual   Budget   Variance   Actual   Budget   Variance   Forecast   Budget   Variance   Forecast   Budget   Variance  

             2,499              2,644                  146            13,897            18,095              4,198            28,431            28,431                   -          151,590          151,590                   - 

                  -                   -                   -              2,763              2,763                     (0)              5,799              5,799                   -            25,390            25,390                   - 

                 246                  260                    13              4,011              3,836                (175)              6,148              6,148                   -            29,946            29,946                   - 

             2,745              2,904                  159            20,671            24,693              4,022           40,379             40,379                   -          206,926          206,926                   - 
                  -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   - 

                  -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -            13,764            13,764                   -            78,000            78,000 

             2,745              2,904                  159            20,671            24,693              4,022            40,379            54,143            13,764          206,926          284,926            78,000 



CONCLUSION & NEXT STEPS 

The Student Leadership Team continues to revise the Consolidated Plan to ensure alignment across all 

focus areas. The PMO is refining program reporting and updating process to ensure accurate and clear 

logging of risks, issues, and decisions. Program recruitment for wave 2 is underway and will be ongoing 

through May of 2022. The IRP Student team is working hard to meet timelines and pivot as gaps are 

uncovered. IRP Student is moving forward into FY 2022/2023 and is asking for the release of funds for 

the next year.      
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Agenda

• Program Status

• Program Human Resources Update

• Consolidated Plan & New Program Assets

• IRP Student Financials

• Resolution
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Resources and Schedule amber pending results from implementing CP review recommendations

3

Program Status



Integrated Renewal Program - Student

Wave 1 recruitment complete, good progress with Wave 2, closely monitoring retention

4

Program Human Resources Update
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Team continues to refine the CP and has launched Requirements and Risk Management Frameworks

5

Consolidated Plan & New Program Assets
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Financial Report FY 2021 - 2022 – Executive Summary

(in thousands)  Actual  Budget  Variance  Actual  Budget  Variance  Forecast  Budget  Variance  Forecast  Budget  Variance 

UBC Resource Costs 2,499             2,644             146                 13,897           18,095           4,198             28,431           28,431           -                  151,590         151,590         -                  

External Prime Consultants -                  -                  -                  2,763             2,763             (0)                    5,799             5,799             -                  25,390           25,390           -                  

Other Costs 246                 260                 13                   4,011             3,836             (175)               6,148             6,148             -                  29,946           29,946           -                  

Total expenses before contingency 2,745             2,904             159                 20,671           24,693           4,022             40,379           40,379           -                  206,926         206,926         -                  

Contingency - approved allocation -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

Contingency Remaining -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  13,764           13,764           -                  78,000           78,000           

Total after Contingency 2,745             2,904             159                 20,671           24,693           4,022             40,379           54,143           13,764           206,926         284,926         78,000           

Variance analysis: Annual Forecast for FY21/22: Overall Program:

1 The overall IRP Student program budget was approved by the Board of Governors on June 24, 2021
Forecast based on info available as at January 6, 2022
It is anticipated that the Program will be completed on budget

For the month of Dec-2021 Year-To-Date Dec-2021 Annual FY 2021/22 Overall Program1

Savings  are $4,022k due to: Not appl icable, no variance forecastedSavings  are $159k due to: Not appl icable, no variance forecasted

- timing variance
$146k UBC Resources $4,198k UBC Resources 

- timing variance

For the month of December 2021: For Year to Date, December 2021:

- timing variance - Recrui tment fees

$0k Prime Consultants
- timing variance - timing variance
$13k Prime Consultants ($175)k Other Costs

$0k Prime Consultants
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Summary

• Detailed review of the Consolidated Plan following successful completion of 
Milestone #1 produced recommendations subsequently endorsed and 
approved by IRP Governance

• Current overall status is green for scope, resources and schedule trending 
green, however amber pending results of implementing Consolidated Plan 
review recommendations

• The team continues to refine the Consolidated Plan and has introduced 
frameworks to better manage requirements and risk

• For Year to Date, as of December 2021, savings are $4,022k, mostly due to 
UBC Resources timing variance

• HR continues to work with Program leaders to fill critical roles, and is at 40% 
of accepted positions for Wave 2 recruitment
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APPROVAL REQUEST

IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED that the Finance Committee recommends  
to the Board of Governors approval of a funding release of $84.0 
million (including contingency) for fiscal year 2022-2023 within a total 
program envelope of 284.9 million (including contingency), in 
accordance with Board 3 approval received in June 2021.
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The Integrated Renewal Program -
Student would love to hear from you! If 
you have any questions or comments 

please get in touch.

CONTACT

WEBSITE  |  http://irp.ubc.ca
CONTACT | Corinne Pitre-Hayes

http://irp.ubc.ca/
mailto:corinne.pitre-hayes@ubc.ca?subject=IRP%20Student%20Contact



